The joke of the tradesman and his customer points to two common features of what Klein would call the 'Jewish mentality': a familiarity with God that both frustrates and comforts the worshipper and an almost obsessive interest in the subject of creation. So it is that one recognizes in the work of A.M. Klein a continued preoccupation with man's relationship to God in a world increasingly burdened by religious and cultural assimilation, as well as a profound interest in the topic of creation.
David Lewis, Klein's life-long friend, recalls that in 1925, while they were walking home from Baron Byng High School, Klein removed from his shirtpocket a folded sheet of paper on which was written a poem in celebration of the approaching Jewish New Year.2 Thus, at sixteen years old, Klein first announced his intention to be a poet. In 1925 this young Montreal boy was already familiar with the intricate requirements of Talmudic exegesis, with several of the magical interpretations of the Torah that form the basis of Kabbalistic literature, and was in fact being groomed for rabbinical life. Klein seemed to possess the kind of sensibility which absorbed, rather than rejected, the various influences of his early life into a comfortable working aesthetic. Moreover, it is not that Klein ever turned his back completely on his religious inheritance; his interests, his work, his major preoccupations were shaped by such a legacy and almost all of the written work in the Klein canon indicates what Frye once termed 'an elaborate Rabbinical apparatus.'3
The direction of Klein's professional and private interests can be gleaned from the collection of his papers currently held by Public Archives Canada, a collection that spans thirty-five volumes of material. The portrait of a poet is fleshed out when it is realized how intensely ordered, perhaps even fastidious, was the way in which Klein pursued his interests. One thing seems certain: Klein was addicted to words. One folder, for example, contains unfinished crossword puzzles and Bible quizzes clipped from magazines; and everywhere there are vocabulary lists -private lex;cons in Hebrew, Yiddish, Old English, contemporary idioms, French phrases -collected words destined to find their way into some future poem or essay. Klein seemed to be addicted to language in some way that corresponded with his religious training, demonstrating working habits remarkably similar to Joyce's. Such an attraction to the magical qualities of nouns would have evolved quite naturally out of Klein's familiarity with Midrash, the explication and interpretation of the words of Holy Writ; with Talmudic scholarship, which rests on the collective belief that ' By the word of the Lord were the heavens made' (Ps 33:6); and with Kabbala, the mystical tradition that acknowledges language as the prescription for creation.
I
The period of his life between 1925 and '935 was an exceptionally active time for Klein. During these years he wrote most of the poems that first came to public attention in '940 with the publication of his first volume of poetry, Hath Not A Jew .. . , and, as well, he was writing a kind of private poetry, private because much of it was an experimental testing of his own creative abilities and because it still remains unavailable to the reading public. 4 That Klein considered these poems to be more than rough juvenilia is partly evidenced by the excessive care with which he preserved them. Beautifu1 hardbound volumes include all the unpublished poems, lyrical experiments with form and with language, in addition to those that were selected later for published collections. most of these poems for publication, or whether he did and the record of such an attempt no longer exists, rests in speculation. In preparing a volume ofhis poetry for Macmillan of Canada sometime after World War n Klein drafted a proposed list of entries that included several of these early unpublished poems.' Apparently he considered these efforts worthy of publication almost two decades after he had composed them.
An examination of both the private and the public poetry of this early period gives rise to the speculation that young Klein held a double vision of his poetic persona . He first introduced himself through such publica-tions as the McGill Daily, the McGilliad -or the 'McGill Yid' as he was accustomed to naming that more literary periodical-the Cano.dian Forum, Opinion, and the Chicago-based Poetry. These early published achievements suggest the nature of his association with that coterie of self-styled intellectuals and artists that later came to be known as the McGill School. Klein and his university associates, such as Leon Edel, F.R. Scott, Leo Kennedy, and A.J .M. Smith, determined to find an appropriate setting for their own creative accomplishments and through various little magazines they helped launch a new direction in Canadian letters. FashiOning themselves as young Eliots and Pounds, they subscribed to a new poetry that would mirror contemporary concerns, that would break with a rather choked Canadian literary tradition, and that would adhere to Eliot's admiration of seventeenth-century metaphysical poetry and be faithful to his flat dismissal of Romantic poetry as irrelevant. Consequently, their poetry was often marked by self-delighting word-play, a special brand of humorous and detached intelligence, and an always certain satiric or ironic treatment of its subject-matter.
Klein was, for a time, no exception to this growing shift in literary perspectives. One of his earliest published poems, for example, which appeared in the McGill Daily in 1927, was titled 'La Belle Dame Sans Merci: 6 Here Klein transmuted Keats's haunting romantic ballad into a parodic lament. The 'Knight-at-arms: who is lulled, in Keats's Original poem, into a dreamscape of sensual gratification by his Muse -or femme fatale, depending on one's preference -and who awakens at the end of the poem to find his vision fled in a withered natural landscape, becomes in Klein's parody a 'flashy sheik: whose Muse is a prostitute, whose dream is sexual gratification, and whose awakening is made rude by the realization that he lacks money for the carfare home. By reducing Keats's elegant statement concerning the nature of aesthetic longing, dreaming, and loss of vision to a whimsical travesty, Klein would make a witty display of worldliness and emotional sophistication for the public gaze, while mocking the seriousness of Keats's example. Privately, however, he could safely confess his admiration of Keats, to whom he addressed one elegy. This unpublished sonnet (dated April 1926), is an unembarrassed paean to Keats that concludes, Agnes' and also derives its subject-matter, the celebration of Romantic hedonism, from that poem. Klein's romance narrates a familiar story: a young lover is in search of a beloved, whom he calls Bessie; a jealous third party surfaces to complicate the course of true love, but she fails. Like the two lovers in 'Eve of St. Agnes,' the hero and his sweetheart in Auto-da-fe escape the limitations of conventional morality, inevitably abandoning themselves to the world of objects in an apocalyptic moment of sexual gratificationquite erotically evoked -as the house in which they consummate their love burns around them in a raging storm.
Klein, emulating Keats borrowing from Spenser, dramatically unfolds through the intricate patterning of the Spenserian stanza a world intoxicated by language, a world reeling in sounds and images. As in Keats's poem, the wealth of concrete details, the sheer weight of the world of objects so extravagantly described, underlines an acknowledgment of the irresistible lure of sexual enchantment in this earthly paradise. Auto-da-fe is particularly noteworthy because it indicates the extent of Klein's familiarity with and his admiration for the Romantic tradition inspired by Keats. Prevailing in this poem is Klein's control of his material, demonstrating an ability to harness the equipment of the Spenserian stanza, the requirements of its rhyme scheme, and the order of its elevated language. An intensity of mood, and particularly of sexual celebration, is achieved through an accumulated stock of detail, and through an effort 'to catch visualization through sound,' what Frye terms 'verbal opsis." Thus in
The fountain still shot up its argent stems Which melted, fell in round pearl diadems: lO the flIst line has a number of monosyllabic words that connote the motion and force of the surging spray while the caesura in the next line marks the still instant before the water falls. The effect of 'round pearl diadems' deliberately slows the pace of the verse and the feminine end rhyme conveys the delicacy of the falling water. Such an astonishing apprehension of the visual and aural texture of word patterning would become the trademark of Klein's craftsmanship.
Most interesting is the way in which Klein establishes, at the outset of
Auto-da-fe, a relationship between the poet-hero and his creation in an analogy with God and His creation of the universe. Such a relationship not only defines the role of the poet but also serves to provide a useful context for virtually all of Klein's written work. Auto-da-fe begins with the phrase 'And all was void.' The speaker then develops an association between the writing of the poem -the creation of a world formed by words -and the first act of creation. Here, for instance, is the second stanza, which appropriately fixes spring as the season where he would begin his story:
And when tree whispered in tree-girl's ear, The tree would sigh and whistle wistfully, Would long for warmth of summer to appear To make her a green carpet of the lea .,. The birds, exiled by cool cruel breath, sadly Returned, and sang words tree could only sigh ... An emptiness flll'd full the air; and He, World's God, impressed the moon, his thumb-print, high, The seal of authorship upon the scroll of sky. 1:1
Compare these lines with 'Preface,' an early unpublished poem: When you will read this then-archaic rune And think me dead, who am not doomed to die I will have set my thumb-print on the moon And stamped my foot-print on the starry sky. l2
In Auto-da-fe God writes the Book of Nature, and the poet imitates Him by filling the white space of his page, the void of wordlessness, with his Book of Words. 'Preface' illuminates the notion that the poet certainly supersedes the First Creator. This particular mode of expression, which employs an analogy between God' 5 unfolding of the universe as a scroll or text, recurs in Klein's early poetry, particularly in the unpublished matter, like a series of linguistic tics. Klein is trying to do precisely what a long hermetic tradition has always proposed: to read the signs and symbols of the earth as a means of finding a gnosis. In Auto-de-ft the poet-hero is nourished on rabbinical scholarship and Talmudic exegesis which conceives of the Torah as the perfect statement of God's will. In fact, it is commonly held in Jewish belief that the Torah not only is a text made up of the names of God, but is, as a whole, one perfect statement, the one great Name of God. In other words, the secret life of the godhead is projected into the text of the Torah: its order is the order of creation. The central purpose of both exegesis and of Kabbalistic speculation is to crack the code wherein is contained the secrets of God's mysterious ways. As Harold Bloom notes, 'even Kabbalah [traditionally considered to be the sphere ofJewish mystics] is more of an interpretive and mythical tradition than a mystical one, ... more a mode of intellectual speculation than a way of union with God.'" Students of the Talmud and Kabbalists may differ on almost everything else -or, as Klein once noted, 'the only thing on which two Jews will agree is what the third should give to charity'" -but they are at one in regarding language as something more precious than an inadequate instrument for contact between human beings. All creation is, from the point of view of God, nothing but an expression of His hidden self that begins and ends by giving itself a name. The extent of Klein's interest in both theosophic and orthodox Scriptural speculation is evidenced everywhere in his writings, and such an interest was profoundly congenial to the spirit of literary criticism, the history of which he inherited alongside his Jewish education. When Coleridge wrote that the 'primary imagination is a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act of creation,'" he was stating what has been a recurring idea of literary criticism since the Elizabethan age. Poetry is sanctified in Klein's personal mythology because it is obedient to the religiOUS tradition of interpreting the world through language, and the ordering of words, which is its chief occupation, is analogous to the process of scriptural exegesis. The two traditions, one religious, the other literary, are conjoined in Klein's poetry, so that in this context his unpublished tribute to Shelley is particularly notable:
For him to write a poem was to parse The world -to punctuate each line with stars ... He spoke; He made the music of the spheres A fatal cadence swooning in the earSi An assonance of pain; an un-timed time;
A couplet still expectant of its rhyme. His every syllable a mere counterpart:
The onomatopoeia of the heart ...
Within a golden-branched cage of words
He caught the never-ending sound of birds, Yet all of this was but inspired fraud: He plagiarized the very works of God ... "
In another early unpublished poem, entitled 'Astrologer: the speaker establishes the nature of his relationship to God, proffering a semiotics of the heavens:
The sun goes down, and slowly there appears the writing on the wall of the horizon; and only I can understand this blazon of banners pendant from celestial spheres.
I dote on the calligraphy of spheres; so with the universe have made liaison;
bold-faced and fleet and eager-eyed to brazen my way among the sieges of the Peers. Behind the Wall there is the unknown Clerk:
the stars are all his alphabetical discs;
The moon marks periods; lightnings in the dark whir exclamation points; and comet whisks Shoot dashes. Only I, the hierarch, can know the reference of the asterisks. 17 This poem is particularly noteworthy because it looks ahead to Klein's poem on the painter Cornelius Krieghoff, 'Krieghoff: Calligrames' (p 305), in which the landscape of Krieghoffs paintings is read as an alphabet of signs, so that a ladder becomes an H, an Indian woman with a papoose a Q, a crucifix is a Y, a plump farmwife a B, and so on, letters tha.t stand against the blankness, the void of snow.
In the unpublished 'Request' the poet-speaker defines his task of appropriating the signs of nature to a poetic alphabet:
I will thumb the stars, and read them
In each nook. They will be the dots within a Blindman's book."
And in 'Lost Fame: an unpublished lighthearted appeal to Solomon, the biblical king of legendary poetic vision, this theme is developed further:
Ah, Solomon, you sage who knew the language Of all the birds, I have a certain quarrel With you -why did you not compile me A lexicon of all their feathered notes?
For then, with every melody they sang which
I'd interpret, I would win me laurel
Upon laurel. all the world would style me (Mere translator) poet of all poets!" So in the sonnet 'The Poet to the Big Business Man' the speaker is capable of victory over a Philistine from the business world because his weapons are the words of his own powerful vocabulary:
I do hereby Warn you that when irritated, I'll Prick you with my star-points, I will pry Your navel with sharp comets, grin the whileOr with a moon I'll sock you in the eye. '0 As can be observed, these poems frequently draw attention to themselves as artefacts, verbal arrangements constituting an order to be known in themselves. The reader is forced into the posture of cracking the code of the poetry, in much the same way that the Talmudic scholar must quarry the levels of meaning contained in each scriptural word. So the successful poet, like God, unfolds a mysterious language that invites participation in the process of unweaving the fabric of the text in order to see it as whole. The mind of the reader, at the conclusion of the poem: wrote Klein in an essay on the aesthetics of poetry, 'is sucked back into the poem's vortex. The compulsion is to burrow, to seek. ,,. Such a process of reintegration, and thus of recreation, is congenial to the Romantic ideal that establishes the value of human consciousness as the source of meaning, and to the religious tradition that establishes the centrality of interpretation. n So much of Klein's published poetry, and particularly the three volumes before The Rocking Chair and Other Poems, and even his lyrical novel The Second Scroll still remain obscure to a frustrated reading public. Earl Birney once complained: 'who but a Talmudic scholar can know all the references?'" Yet this is somehow the point. So rich and esoteric are the allusions to Jewish culture, legend, and language in the published material that Klein seemed determined to deny his reader any easy interpretation; little concession is made on his behalf. Thus the reader, either Jewish or otherwise, is forced to furnish some philosophical or practical context in order to make any sense of the poetry. The concrete realities of Klein's work -symbols, names, obscure allusions to the Old The analogy between God as the First Creator and the poet as His imitator, liaison, and interlocutor is particularly illuminated in an essay that Klein published as editor of the ]wish Chronicle; the essay is titled 'Marginalia,' but it includes the subtitle 'towards an aesthetic' in its manuscript form. Here Klein sets forth the notion that the first chapter of Genesis is an original blueprint and a first formula for the writing and justification of poetry:
1) The establishment of two lights, one for day, and one for night. Which is to teach us that all created things are worthy of their Creator only if they can be appreciated on two levels: if in a poem, everything is as clear as daylight, it might as well have been written in prose; if, on the other hand, it yields but an eternal moonlight radiance, forever shrouded in its shadows, it will fail to satisfy the natural desire for clear and complete vision. The compromise consists in the alternation of two kinds of light: one mystical and the other apocalyptical.
2) The division of the waters. The divine grammar and syntax.
3) The making of grass, lust yielding seed, and fruit-trees bearing fruit. The This artful exercise in divine parsing appropriates Klein's scriptural training, and his reading of Kabbalistic speculation, which follows so similar a procedure of interpretation, to a literary aesthetic. Implicit in the idea of the first creative fiat whereby all things came into being by the Word and the classification of objects was established is man as word-maker who would come to read nature as a book. Earth, and man in it, are linguistic signs, artefacts of God's handwriting. The poet's signature is his poetry which Klein believed Similarly stands for and reveals the consciousness of the poet-creator. The diScipline of finding rhymes and arranging words in patterns is consistent with the pursuit of truth. And poetry, Klein held, even more so than prose, was capable of demanding more from the reader because it best approximated the form of a puzzle which is how the Torah is traditionally conceived -a puzzle containing near infinite possibilities of interpretation. 'Prose is concerned with denotation: he once wrote, 'poetry with detonation.'" He would shake up his readers if they would accept the challenge of unravelling the arcana of the poetry. Even Klein's major prose work, The Second Scrol/, assumes the form of a puzzle inasmuch as the narrative imitates the structure of the Torah, each chapter corresponding with one of the Five Books of Moses, in addition to a commentary on each chapter contained at the conclusion of the narrative in some unique version of exegesis. The reader must organize the various layers of narrative, symbol, and commentary, all woven in densely allusive English, in order to satisfy his understanding of the novel.
It is no wonder, then, that Klein developed such a passionate interest in the literature of Kabbala, an interest that harmonized favourably with his own conception of the poet as creator of verbal puzzles, because so much of Kabbalistic speculation and doctrine is concerned with deciphering the world of words that came into being by God's pronouncing it. In the early thirties Klein wrote several poems, for instance, that are informed by the literature of Kabbala, and particularly by the legend of the golem, a legend that grew out of a revived interest in Kabbalistic literature in the late seventeenth century. One of these poems, 'Talisman in Seven Shreds' (pp 133-6), was selected for the publication of Hath Not a Jew ... But the extent of Klein's interest in that mysterious legend is especially notable in the unpublished notes and the two completed chapters for a novel on which he was working which his manuscript papers reveal would be called The Golem. 26 Golem is a Hebrew word that occurs only once in the Bible, in Psalm 139:16, a psalm which Jewish belief puts into the mouth of Adam himself. Here probably, and in later sources certainly, golem means the unformed, the amorphous. The notion grew and strengthened in medieval times, during the period of the great flowering of Hebrew scholarship, that by invoking the name of God, His hidden Name, lifeless matter could be transformed magically into the shape and spirit of a man. Later, in the seventeenth century, it was held that frustrated attempts to breathe spirit into clay by the uninitiated resulted in the release of demons. This particular aspect of the legend is developed in the early published poem 'Exorcism Vain' (p 34). A historical figure, the Great Rabbi Leow of Prague (1520-1609), stands at the centre of the legend from which Klein draws his references in 'Talisman in Seven Shreds' and in the incomplete novel The Golem. The kernel of the legend is best summarized by Gershom G. Scholem in his On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism:
The story is that Rabbi Leow fashioned a golem who did all manner of work for his master during the week. But because all creatures rest on the Sabbath, Rabbi Leow turned his golem back into clay every Friday evening. Once, however, the rabbi forgot to remove the letter shem (one of the letters written on the golem's forehead]. The congregation was assembled for services in the synagogue and had already recited the ninety-second psalm, when the golem ran amuck, shaking houses and destroying everything.:1. 7 It is not surprising that one as interested in the power and magic of words as Klein would delight in the rich legend of the golem. For obviously a man who creates a golem is in some sense competing with God's creation of Adam; in such an act the creative power of man enters into a relationship, whether of emulation or antagonism, with the creative power of God. The two surviving chapters of The Golem provide some provocative insights into how Klein would shape his novel. It begins with a declaration by the first-person narrator of the story. He is a scribe, a copyist, one whose duty itis to reproduce the scroll of the Torah for use in the synagogue. He also claims to have been a witness to the weird and legendary events about to unfold in flashback, since the novel begins with the death of the Great Rabbi Leow. The story, then, would be a report of that strange legend by an eye-witness. According to Klein's sketchy outline for the novel, The Golem would conclude with the destruction of the creature, accomplished by reading one of the central Kabbalistic texts, the Sefer Yetsirah, the Book of Creation or Formulations, backwards.
The Sefer Yetsirah, offering as it does the recipe for the creation and the destruction of the golem figure, is not only fundamental to the development of the golem concept, but also essential to the evolution of Judaic interpretations of cosmology. Klein seemed to have been well acquainted with this enigmatic text and its magical view of the Torah. It opens with this key statement:
In thirty-two mysterious paths of wisdom did the Lord write, the Lord of Hosts, the God of Israel, the living, Elohim, and King of the Universe, the Almighty, Merciful , and Gracious God; He is great and exalted, and eternally dwelling in the Height, His name is Holy, He is exalted and holy. He created his universe by the three forms of expression: Numbers, Letters and Words. 2. 8 The thirty-two paths are then explained as the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, together with the ten sefiroth, or emanations from God which He poured forth at the moment of creation. These are usually identified directly with the elements of creation: the spirit of God, ether, water, fire, and the six others are the four cardinal points of the compass in addition to height and depth. These ten non-material entities constitute the mould or forms into which all created things were originally cast. The letters, however, are the prime cause of matter, which by its union with the world of forms gave rise to the world of corporeal beings. The process which the Kabbalists describe as the emanation of divine light and divine energy is characterized, then, by the unfolding of the divine language. The secret world of the godhead is a world of language, a world of divine names and words that unfold in accordance with a law of their own. The elements of the divine language appear as the letters of Holy Scripture. Hence letters and words are not only conventional means of communication but far more: the twenty-two consonants of the Hebrew alphabet in which the Torah was written contain the secret essence of both Creation· and Revelation. Language and number, conjoined, are thus declared the instruments whereby the cosmos in all its infinite variety of combinations was called into existence by God. And since the letters of Holy Writ are considered to be the structural elements, the stones from which the edifice of creation was built, an affinity between the elaborate linguistic theory set forth in Kabbalisticliterature and the fundamental magical belief in the power of letters and words is clear and would have exerted an obvious appeal for Klein. In fact, the very first paragraph of the Sefer Yitsirah is echoed in the introductory paragraph of the unfinished novel The Golem.
It is appropriate, as well, that Klein focused the attention of his work on the figure of a scribe, since the tradition concerning the copying of the Torah evolved out of an apprehension of Holy Scripture as a secret world of language. The Torah must always be hand-printed, and in this ancient, but still vital, conception every single letter counts and a scroll of the Torah must be rejected for use in the synagogue if there is so much as a single letter too few or too many. The responsibility of the scribe is, in this view, conferred with special reverence, for if a single letter is omitted or one too many written the world is in danger of collapse. The scribe, then, in Klein's personal mythology, is identified as a co-worker with God, and thereby a partner of the poet, endowed as he is with the capacity and the power to control his own ends, as well as to contribute towards the fulfilment of creation. Moreover, Klein was attracted to this singular profession because in its fundamental conception it identifies the universe with the Book.
In 1931 Klein published a poem 'Scribe' (pp 150-1) which honours the role of this unsung hero in Jewish tradition. When the scribe undertakes to write God's Word, his whole being is in harmony with a divine rhythm: 'The heart beats out the tetragrammaton: Even the body of the scribe assumes the physical appearance of the text that he writes:
His eyes are two black dots of ink. The thin hairs of his beard AIe symbols of the script revered; His broad brow is the margin of the parchment page, Oean for the commentaries of age.
In '933 Klein published a short story called 'The Seventh Scrol!'" in which a humble, hen-pecked scribe is transformed, though the narrator's perception of him, into a saint. The scribe in this story dies when the scroll on which he had been labouring so devotedly is discovered to have an error in the Name of God. An error in the word of creation corresponds with the death of the creator.
Almost twenty years after the publication of 'The Seventh Scroll' Klein wrote an essay on 'The Bible ManUSCripts' for the Jewish Chronicle'" in which he asks how it is that confidence can still be maintained in the authority of the Torah: 'The Scripture in our hands, which attests to the existence and disappearance of its own original, is but a transcript. Who made it?' His answer develops with the casuistical flamboyancy of rabbinical argument. That the Scripture survives at all indicates, he maintains, that there was an original. In order to counterbalance the tautological speciousness of such an hypothesis Klein sets forth the rigid tenfold code which every scribe is compelled to follow:
1) writing must be done on parchment 2) before writing, meditate 3) no erasures 4) and the ink -indelible 5) before writing pronounce every word 6) and before the writing of the Names of God -pause, pronounce, and ponder 7) no writing downward 8) no piercing of letters either 9) no gilding of letters 10) count letters; do not add; omit not
The nature of the tradition in which the scribe operates, its rigorous demands and its insistence on the unqualified devotion of the copyist, Klein argues, encourages acceptance of and credibility in Holy Writ. Who would dare tamper, he asks, with such a tradition? 'The letters of Scripture: he continues, 'stand separate and erect; like armour, they are the soldiers ofisrael.' In this view to sin is to suffer 'an illusion, an error in reading: 'Jews: Klein once wrote elsewhere, 'have been running a circulating library for two thousand years -and with only one book:" So when the scribe in the opening chapter of The Golem is asked by the dying Rabbi Leow to record the story of his life, the copyist insists that he is not up to the task, that he is a mere scribe, a recorder. Rabbi Leow advises him to follow the tenfold rules of his profession. They will make you author: the rabbi assures him.
When the scribe, who is thus both author and copyist, finally assents to undertake the project, he expresses a difficulty familiar to any writer as he faces the void of wordlessness, the blank and unfilled pages of his manuscript: how to begin. He writes:
I envy against aU our custom, the calligraphists of the gentiles, who heralded their texts with the initial ornate, some single letter in the curlicues and branchings wherof there is already shadowed forth, not only the emblem, but almost the whole narrative of the illumined page.
The custom of which the scribe writes is that which prohibits the use of illustrations in the Scriptures. This custom, of course, finds its source in the second commandment and the scribe must be faithful to it. This theme is echoed in several of Klein's published poems, such as 'Heirloom' (pp 157-8), and the subject frequently surfaces in his book reviews and essays But the question is rhetorical because the scribe has already begun, has already answered it with his exceptionally long introductory apologia on the struggle to begin. Furthermore, he has cleverly circumvented the prohibition against illustration by using words to conjure the image with which he would begin his tale. There is a suspicion that the subject of his description, the entanglement of Eve and the serpent, serves not only to foreshadow the ominous events of the novel, but also to suggest that The Golem finds its 'likeness and similitude' in these opening remarks. It is unfortunate that the novel was never completed; perhaps Klein was stuck on the subject of creation and could proceed no further, or perhaps he never found the time to pursue the project. Fortunately, the notes and the two chapters that do survive indicate the extent of Klein's familiarity with Kabbala and his continued interest in the analogy between the scribe, the poet, and God. In an unpublished collection of notes Klein wrote: 'in childhood ... and while writing I understood the ancient Hebrew description of the artist: he is the partner of God in the process of creation. '33 And another entry reads: 'For the poet to envy his competition is of the essence -he is no poet who does not envy God.''' Thus, it might be said, considering this discussion, that the central persona of Klein's written work, the period when he was writing 'as if Dr. John Donne were speaking out of the corner of his mouth' notwithstanding, assumes the stance of God, who from some propitious vantage point chronicles all the aspects of Jewish culture in an effort to remind his readers of all the archetypes in the collective cultural memory; so that the Jew who walked through eastern Europe in the middle ages -living what Klein described as 'a sight-seeing tour of the Scriptures'" -is the same Jew who walks the streets of the urban ghetto in contemporary Montreal. Klein feared that the loss of language, that is, the disappearance of Yiddish and Hebrew, signaled the loss of culture in his own time. And he expressed this most clearly in the sonnet sequence, published in Hath Not A Jew ... although written in the thirties, entitled 'Sonnets Semitic':
Now we will suffer loss of memory; We will forget the tongue our mothers knew; We will munch ham and guzzle milk thereto, And this on hallowed fast-days purposely ...
To forget language, in Klein's belief, is to suffer. To cultivate a rich cultural memory is the goal to which his writings aspire. Poetry might keep legend alive in times of forgetfulness. And the collection of his papers in Public Archives Canada suggests that Klein was determined to remember all the information that passed before his eyes. Thus he recorded almost every aspect of the world that he knew best, the Jewish experience, writing essays and poems on anything from Jewish cooking to Jewish humour, cataloguing the history of an epic memory.
It is understandable that Klein would have found a literary model in James Joyce. There is even something compulsive about Klein's urge to document all aspects of Jewish life, to produce in the manner of Joyce a comprehensive and exhaustive poetic language that continually fuses the values of the past with those of the present. Just as Joyce's linguistic method relates the time-world of Dublin to the timeless patterns of myth, history, and religion, so Klein's method relates the modem moment to the same timeless patterns. It is generally known that at the time of his public withdrawal, what one of his sons has called a 'psychological suicide,,6 in the midfifties, Klein was working on a major study of Joyce. This would have been a form of Talmudic commentary, inasmuch as Klein was determined to annotate almost every word of Ulysses, · translating words and phrases into other languages, amplifying their contexts, and, like a scribe, recreating the novel in his own handwriting. The working copy of Wysses in Public Archives Canada reveals that his study reached the third chapter of Joyce's novel. Then there is nothing. Perhaps the task was simply overwhelming and when he surrendered the project he gave up everything else. Jewish tradition holds, it is interesting to note, that no man should read Kabbala before he is thirty years old lest he suffer insanity. Klein did tackle that magical interpretation of Holy Writ and it might be said that he did, indeed, suffer a kind of madness.
When he stopped using language, when he ceased to write, he in effect ceased to exist, as if in fulfilment of his own words in 'Portrait of a Poet as Landscape' (pp 330-5), the poem thatisconsidered to be a manifesto on the condition of the Canadian poet and perhaps his greatest poetic accomplishment. There he wrote:
For to praise the world -he, solitary man -is breath to him. Until it has been praised, that part has not been .. . When Klein ceased to praise, he seemed to drift asleep. Perhaps he was being faithful to one of his favourite Yiddish proverbs: 'Life is no more than a dream, so don' t wake me up.' NOTES
